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Dear Members,

It brings us immense pleasure to announce the 5th edition of Win@Trade. It is a reflection of the unparallel & selfless work Advanced InvesTrade Forum (AIF) is doing since it started in 2014 as a small group of individuals.

We understand that sharing knowledge is not only essential for the growth and success of the individual Traders but also for the trading community as a whole. By providing access to a wealth of information and insights, AIF has created a platform for Traders to learn from mentors as well as one another, share their experiences, ideas and ultimately, improve their trading strategies.

It is evident that the emphasis on knowledge sharing is paying off. The articles and insights provided in previous publications have been well-received by readers. AIF’s dedication to providing in-depth and informative content has played a pivotal role in growth of forum members.

This year’s edition is based on the theme, "Mind over Markets: Mastering options & Trading psychology". It suggests that successful trading is not only about having a solid understanding of market fundamentals and Technical Analysis but also about having the right mind-set and emotional discipline to make rational decisions in the face of market fluctuations and volatility. In essence, "Mind over Markets" emphasizes the importance of having a strong psychological approach to trading where traders learn to control their emotions, maintain discipline and stay focused on their long-term trading goals.

The articles are broadly divided into three categories viz. Trading systems, Options trading & Trading psychology. The editorial team has selected each article to ensure that the Traders will be able to find confluences to add to their existing systems or help them understand few new systems as a whole.

At the heart of AIF’s mission is the belief that sharing is caring. By sharing the Knowledge, Experiences and Ideas, AIF is growing as a community of Traders who are empowered to make informed trading decisions. The cover page aptly describes a winning Trader. A winning Trader looks for fresh ideas. Fresh ideas lead to a stronger mind-set. A stronger mind-set results in sharper execution. Sharper execution takes the trader’s performance towards superior results. Superior results stimulate the Trader to generate fresher ideas and this cycle repeats.

The editorial team believes this edition will be able to ignite and rekindle the thought process to make each Trader-Member a better version of himself / herself. We welcome all feedbacks and suggestions.

God is kind to us,
Happy reading!